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On one side.

Judgment. Annoyance. Anger. Resentment. Bitterness. Vengeance. Willfulness. Loneliness.

On the other side.

Openness. Understanding. Listening. Love. Acceptance. Willingness. Unity.

The first set of words describe my state of mind at my worst. Many of us at our worst. Is this

where we are headed? Why are people so angry? Maybe they feel unsafe. Unheard.

Undervalued. Mistreated. Uncared for. Misled. Lied to. Manipulated. Who can we trust?

Anger breeds more anger. Angry people create more angry people. How can we work through

anger without hurting others or further hurting ourselves?

Loneliness breeds more loneliness: "when people enter into an experience of loneliness, they

trigger what psychologists call hypervigilance for social threat, a phenomenon [Robert] Weiss

first postulated back in the 1970s. In this state, which is entered into unknowingly, the individual

tends to experience the world in increasingly negative terms, and to both expect and remember

instances of rudeness, rejection, and abrasion, giving them greater weight and prominence than

other, more benign or friendly interactions. This creates, of course, a vicious cycle. And because

the hypervigilance hasn't been consciously perceived, it's by no means easy to recognise, let

alone correct, the bias" (The Lonely City, page 28). 

After purchasing two books with the word lonely in the title this summer, I have concluded that I

must be lonely. After reading more into them I have concluded that I have been chronically

lonely. When did the loneliness start? I remember being a lonely child - the homeschooled only

child of a single parent. But I thought it was normal, I thought the way I felt and the way I

navigated the world was normal. And when I realized it wasn't normal (but what even is

normal?), it only made the loneliness and the emptiness worse. Then it became a self-inflicted

strangeness.

I don't really like being alone and at the same time it has become comfortable. I know how to

exist in that space and the feelings that come with it. I am sad and I am lonely but I am familiar

with it. I am scared of the unfamiliar, of trusting people with myself. I am scared of choosing

and terrified of making the wrong decision. I am scared of choosing another Daniel. 

I experience loneliness in two ways. One in the traditional sense - that I am craving connection

and not receiving it. And another in that I am receiving attention, but not in the ways that I

desire or from the people I desire. That disconnect is a dark harbor. I am becoming more aware

of my own loneliness because there is a discrepancy between what I have and what I want. My 

shutting the door or breaking down the wall?
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quest for something deeper has actually triggered my urge to avoid, shut down, isolate. Does

this mean I'm not ready for something deeper or does it mean I will just have to work harder to

get there?

I am working to restart EMDR therapy with a new therapist. I am fine most of the time, but that

pesky trauma keeps bubbling over and making things unbearable. It's keeping me from

cultivating these deeper relationships and making life decisions and trusting myself. It's hard to

do these things when all I can focus on is how painful life is - individually and collectively. I think

about how hard maintaining a stable life is and I recognize how many of us are struggling, how

many have it even harder than I do. And it just makes me incredibly sad to sit and look around,

to listen to people make wild assumptions about something that is not their lived experience,

that living paycheck to paycheck is a choice. How have we become so disconnected from each

other? So impatient and angry and entitled. It frustrates me and it makes me not want to

participate in this circus of a society.

I must work harder to combat the loneliness, the urge to isolate. I must push with a harder force.

I must strive for the opposite of loneliness the opposite of isolation. I must look for love and I

must love harder.

Maybe I've just been in the wrong spaces. 

shutting the door or breaking down the wall?



texts to myself: july/august 2021

we took care of each other. it didn't always work but it felt like it worked enough

flashbacks aren't always visual. sometimes it's just a feeling that washes over you. a

specific time and space

HOPE YOU'VE BEEN DOING WELL

be nice or go home

be nice or fuck off

is it not medical negligence to work yourself to exhaustion

every waking minute

how much to disclose about previous relationships in new relationships. what if last

relationship was traumatic

an emotional week. many started pieces. nothing has come together

when you look for people with the big things, the little things become even more special

supply and demand review clients

reverse customer service

the stains you left behind

true freedom is collective freedom

I don't know how to feel loved

all the important moments

suicide is the ultimate escape

we're living in our false reality and you're living in your false reality

the day goes by slow but the days go by fast

a beer a warm dog a quiet evening

I used to think I deserved what I wanted, but now I know what I want isn't always best for

me

july 1, 2021

july 2, 2021

july 4, 2021

july 10, 2021

july 11, 2021

july 12, 2021

july 16, 2021

july 17, 2021

july 20, 2021

july 22, 2021



texts to myself: july/august 2021
I think maybe I should change my focus from trying to get people to like me to having a

good time with people

I want to do bad things because they feel good

feels like jumping on a treadmill that's already full speed

high thought of the day: my mom got pregnant with me even with a condom and the pill

so I guess it makes sense that I'm a strong swimmer

I also have pit bull jaws 

reclaiming myself

*raise the roof emoji*

a green butt skunk

the existential loneliness that comes with working the night shift/ staying up all night

lab technician

stories I want people to tell at my funeral

1. the time I brought my razor scooter to California for training trip and rode my scooter

a mile to and from practice everyday

2. the time in high school I made a Netflix box so I could watch movies on my iPod laying

down. And then also how I wrote a college admittance essay about it.

call it MIRANTICS

am I broken for good

depression cookbook levels

Level 5 chicken breast, level 4 rotisserie chicken, level 3 lunch meat chicken (not the deli

sliced but the thick cut chunks and stuff), level 2 canned chicken

having anxious attachment it really sucks to think all the people I love will be together

WITHOUT ME at my funeral

If I could I would have Alsashia, Nicole, and Giselle all in one room together

My rants my tics my antics

why isn't there EXTERNAL medicine

july 24, 2021

july 27, 2021

august 2, 2021

august 5, 2021

august 7, 2021

august 9, 2021

august 10, 2021



texts to myself: july/august 2021

mapping decline

live somewhere less beautiful and affordable and get to travel to various beautiful

places or live somewhere beautiful and get to experience the beauty all the time

I want to make good food. healthy and delicious. fall in love with cooking again.

cities I've never thought twice about

All the nights I've spent sitting sad on my couch

I obsess over NYC but beauty can be found in every city. Public transport cannot though

the world is so much bigger than we are

feel like I'm in a fairytale, another world another reality within this world. last time I felt

this way was in Italy

TRULYS IN THE TRUNK

the subtle and welcome way you command control (attention?) of a room

taught to not complain suffer the consequences of my choices. was this teaching me to

not express my needs, that my needs were irrational? But why do I take responsibility for

others consequences of their choices?

magic is unsustainable. How to find magic in the every day

make time for the people you love and the things you love

My only dream is to be content with the everyday

Write about your love for Kansas City

We've come so far from sleeping bed to bed

Set a foundation of security and content with my everyday then adventure

"is this the rest of my life" opposites

everything has been tainted and ruined by people

august 13, 2021

august 14, 2021

august 15, 2021

august 16, 2021

august 19, 2021

august 20, 2021

august 25, 2021

august 27, 2021

august 28, 2021



ARTS AND CRAFTS

Above, a hopeful collage. Below, granny square earrings. My latest creative hyperfixations.



RECIPES FOR DEPRESSION

CLICK 
FOR 

MUSIC

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/49u1Bjf8apvuxlwnDCx0iv?si=6f67e55102344c58
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/49u1Bjf8apvuxlwnDCx0iv?si=6f67e55102344c58
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/49u1Bjf8apvuxlwnDCx0iv?si=6f67e55102344c58
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/49u1Bjf8apvuxlwnDCx0iv?si=6f67e55102344c58
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/49u1Bjf8apvuxlwnDCx0iv?si=6f67e55102344c58


Everything I did growing up I did for a chance at a better life, an easier life. I worked hard like

my mom, my grandma, my great-grandma did before me in the hopes that this cumulative hard

work would pay off. They would be proud and I would be happy. That was the ultimate goal - a

college degree, financial stability, the freedom to make my own life, happiness.

Dr. Lindsay C. Gibson would likely call this a healing fantasy, what she defines as "a hopeful

story about what will make us truly happy one day." She also says that it "gives a child the

optimism to get through a painful upbringing in hopes of a better future." Reading these

sentences has given me a lot of insight and understanding of my life thus far. It has also made

me skeptical of my own present dreams - are they just another healing fantasy? A twenty-

something's healing fantasy? 

When my original healing fantasy didn't work out the way I thought it would (see: engineering

career), I sought comfort in romantic relationships. If I couldn't build my own happiness, maybe I

would be able to find someone who could. These both sound like different versions of the

American Dream. A lot of bitterness and resentment felt by millennials has come from the

realization that we were promised love, stability, happiness if we just worked hard and followed

the rules. I think the generations before us realized this too, but us silly millennials and gen z's

are experiencing a larger discrepancy between what we were promised and our reality. And so

we're talking about it instead of pretending it isn't happening or assuming we're the only ones

who feel this way. We're going to be the generations that break the cycle. 

I leave you with one last quote, "All I know about being good I learned from TV. And in TV,

flawed characters are constantly showing people they care with these surprising grand

gestures. And I think that part of me still believes that's what love is. But in real life, the big

gesture isn't enough. You need to be consistent, you need to be dependably good. You can't

just screw everything up, and then take a boat out into the ocean to save your best friend, or

solve a mystery and fly to Kansas. You need to do it every day which is so... hard. When you're a

kid, you convince yourself that maybe the grand gesture could be enough. That even though

your parents aren't what you need them to be, over and over and over again, at any moment

they might surprise you with something... wonderful. I kept waiting for that, the proof, that even

though my mother was a hard woman, deep down she loved me and cared about me and

wanted me to know that I made her life a little bit brighter."

-BoJack Horseman, Season 5, Episode 6

Cheers to being more consistent, to being present. Because one day I'll look back on this time

and wish I had appreciated it more. 

CONVERSATIONS FROM THERAPY
the healing fantasy
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Miranda Writes is a free
publication, however, if
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newsletter and this
starving artist (therapy is

expensive y'all) we are now
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http://paypal.me/mirandarohn

